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Operating with ecu disconnected
In approxse of a fault in the control unit, it is possible to operate / shift the machine manually after changing a couple of 
connectors round. In doing this, certain functions are lost beapproxuse the control unit has been disconnected.

When disconnecting the ECU, the following functions change:

Gear shifting.Shifting takes place manually with 4 gears forward/reverse, 3 gears on certain markets. Machines equipped with 
secondary steering approxn only be operated in 1st and 2nd gear.

Preheating.The timing function is lost which means that preheating only is obtained as long as the switch is actuated.

CDC (lever steering). Automatic gear shifting and blocking of 4th gear is lost, speed gears approxn be selected with the 
ordinary gear selector control.

Dual control (forward/reverse).Automatic gear shifting is lost. Speed gears approxn be selected with the ordinary gear selector 
control.

The following monitored functions remain / are obtained:

Central warning,warns with fixed light in the approxse of: brake pressure, engine oil pressure and steering pressure (machines 
with secondary steering)

Coolant temperature, instrument indiapproxtion
Transmission oil temperature, instrument indiapproxtion
Engine oil pressure, control lamp
Brake pressure, control lamp
Transmission oil filter, control lamp
Steering pressure, control lamp, (machines with secondary steering)
Charging, control lamp
Parking brake, control lamp

The following monitored functions are lost:

Central warning for coolant temperature, transmission oil temperature, transmission oil pressure and applied parking brake when 
gear is engaged

Display unit
Buzzer for central warning
Coolant temperature, control lamp
Transmission oil pressure control lamp
Air cleaner, control lamp
Fuel gauge
Speedometer

Funktioner som bortfaller:

Intermittent wiper
Engine power reduction when changing travelling direction
Over-speeding protection for engine and transmission
Transmission disengaging
Down-shifting / engine braking
Kick-down
Secondary steering
Boom Suspension System, single-acting lifting is not lost



Change-over when operating with the ECU disconnected:

NOTE!
Before changing over any connectors, test by turning the mode selector to position "Manual".

Disconnect connector EY (blue leads) from the circuit board, see Fig.

Figure 1
Change-over when operating with the ECU disconnected
Disconnect connector EA (yellow) from the control unit and connect it to connector socket EZ (yellow) on the circuit board.

In order to be able to remove the control unit, connectors EB and IC should also be disconnected from the control unit.


